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Fig. 1. Absorbanc e of SBS Poly mer after GPC Se paration a t 254 
and 450nm. 

Fig. 2. Blends with 5% Polymer before and after Treatment at 
180°C (Times in Hours in Brackets): RI Detection. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3. Blends with 5% Poly mer befor e and after Treatment at 
180°C (Times in Hours in Brackets) : UV Detection. 
 

By th e use of  special modifiers  and  pro cessing cond itions it is 
possible to increase the level of (1, 2) poly-butadiene up to 60-70% 
, which of cours e has some obvious  consequences for th e polymer 
itself. The change of the s tructure is  s uch tha t part of th e dou ble 
bonds that are characteristic for Poly-butadiene, are no longer in the 
backbone of  th e po lymer, but tr ansferred to bran ches on  the 

backbone. As can b e seen fro m th e above scheme, at th e same 
molecular we ight, the  pol ymer will  b e short er. This wil l r esult in 
lower viscosit ies and bett er compatibility with  bitum en. Another 
feature can also be d educted: if  oxidat ion of  the double bond will 
take place, th e backbone will be attack ed in case of the (1, 4) 
addition, while in case of the (1, 2) addition, the double bond in the 
branch will be attacked and will thus leave the backbone in tact.  

A further dif ference that was perceived on theoretical gro unds 
was the  r eactivity of  th e high  v inyl po lymers with r espect to the 
reaction with b itumen constitu ents. Although  the po lymers are 
already m ore compatible on th e basis of their r educed siz e, it  has 
always be en p ostulated tha t r eacting the po lymer to  bitum en 
molecules should further improve the com patibility b etween t he 
bitumen and the polymer. In the next section, the scientific evidence 
that this is actually taking place will be given. 

 
Grafting the Polymer on the Bitumen 
 
The th ermal sta bility of b itumen/polymer s ystems is oft en stud ied 
with the use of Gel Permeation Chromatography (GPC). Using this 
technique, the binder is dissolved and  taken over a column and the 
molecules are s eparated on  the ir m olecular wei ght. Th e pol ymers 
used in b itumen modification are much higher in mol weight th an 
any b itumen co mponent and th us easily  distin guished from the 
bitumen pea k. The sol vent wi th t he se parated mol ecules is the n 
flowing throug h a detector, which can  be equally  done with  
refractive index  (RI) chang es or ultrav iolet(UV)-detection, whi ch 
leads to th e same graphs, provid ed that a wavelength is chosen  at 
which the polymer absorbs the radiation. A typical example is given 
in Fig. 1. The purple line represents the normal detection curve for 
PMB. When UV  radiation of a highe r wave length is used (in t his 
case 450 nm, blue line), the absorption is  absent at the position  
where the polymer passes the detector, whi le the absorption of  the  
bitumen is  redu ced and  shifted  to  the  l eft, at which posit ion the 
higher molecular weight bitumen sp ecies (the asphaltenes) will pass 
the detector. 

What th e industry looks  at in case of  PMB ag eing, is th at 
particular peak at about 5mins retention time, which in the case of  
SBS modification is said to be indicative for the ‘breakdown’ of the 
polymer. However, in spite of th is phenomenon, which is ref lected 
by a decline and broadening of the peak, the performance remains at 
high level, both in empirical testing and in more fundamental testing 
(dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) for ins tance). For which as a 
supposed mechanism the gr afting of polymer on bitumen molecules 
has been provided by Vonk et al. [2]. Using the technique of GPC in 
combination with UV  detection at 450 nm of fers an opportun ity to 
demonstrate the validity of this supposition. 

Blends of bitumen and 5% of SBS have been subjected to (stirred) 
storage at 180°C and after var ious intervals samples were taken and 
subjected to the GPC and two different detection methods: one with 
RI and  one with UV  at 450 nm. In  Fig. 2 the standard metho d is 
shown with a standard SBS (in this case Kraton D-1101) and a new 
grade which has considerably higher vinyl content. As can be seen, 
both show a declin e and  a broade ning of  th e p eak at about 5 mins 
retention time, although the decline is minimal with the h igh vinyl 
grade. Taking the same stream coming from the GPC and now guided 
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Fig. 4. Four Point Bending Fatigue Results (Strain Controlled) at 20°C for Stone Asphalt Concrete (STAC) Mixes with Different Binders. 
 
through the U V detector , one can  observe an in crease of the 
absorption 4 .8 - 5 mins retention time (Fig. 3). So, while one 
detection method indicates that polymer seems to be deteriorating 
during hot storage, th e other detection method r eveals that (part of) 
the polymer reacts with the bitumen to form grafts. And these grafts 
will not only have a compatibilising effect on the PMB, but will also 
enhance the effectiveness of the modification. 

Another conclusion that can r eadily be drawn is that  the ra te at  
which the grafting takes p lace is considerably  higher for the h igh 
vinyl grade used, which in the example given is a new grade called 
MD243. It is clear that also standa rd SBS grad es lead to  graf ting, 
but the higher rate obtained  with the high vinyl grade allows mu ch 
better and complete compatibilisation after a simple heat reaction in 
the stor age t ank with  even  th e most dif ficult bi tumen in  term s of 
compatibility. Furthermore, t his pol ymer l eads to  such  low 
viscosities th at master-batch pr e-blends can  b e m ade up to hi gh 
concentrations (>18%). Another grade, which has been successfully 
applied for a couple of years now, is Kraton D-1192, which was the 
first high vinyl grade to be introduced into the market. 

 
Special Opportunities for High Vinyl Grades 
 
Although the high vin yl po lymers can  be used in stan dard 
applications that require better compatibility, better polymer stability, 
and low vis cosity, th e latest developed grades , among which is 
MD243, open an interesting list of opportun ities that wer e difficult 
to achieve beforehand. One particular example for that is the use of 
highly modified base course. 

The main t ask o f the base  course is to spread  the loads coming 
from the wheels /axles, in ord er to reduce the deflections, by which 
the fatigue life can be improved. In other words, in base courses one 

is seeking a relatively high stiffness, which, next to the mix design, 
is ach ieved b y choosing r elatively h ard b itumen. Th ese asphalt 
mixes result in  a c ertain fa tigue resistance, which then  det ermines 
how thick the pavement will be designed in order to g et a certain 
minimum lifetime. This means that roads carrying a high traffic load 
have relatively thick base courses. However, if one were to produce 
a base course with a binder that has  at  the same s tiffness at much 
better fatigue resistance, the layer thickness can  be r educed, which 
will sav e natur al r esources, and , if the im provement and  thus  t he 
layer thickness reduction is signi ficant enough, to a cost sav ing up 
front. 

One well known  method of improving asphalt fatigue r esistance 
is the modification with SBS. This polymer has a strong interaction 
with bitumen an d absorbs up to 10 times its own  weight/volume of 
oily bitumen components. So, inst ead of h aving bitumen modified 
with say 4% of SBS, it is better to define the modified binder as one 
that contains on a volume base about 35 - 40% of extended polymer. 
At this level of modification it is likely that the extended polymer is 
not yet continuously present in the binder: it will improve the rutting 
resistance dramatically and it  will also im prove the  fatigue 
resistance substantially, but there will be a furth er, very signif icant 
improvement once th e extended  poly mer o ccupies the continuous 
phase. In Fig. 4 are th e results of a 4 point b ending fatigu e test s 
(strain controlled, 20°C). It clearly shows the strong improvement in 
fatigue resistance th at is associ ated with the continuous polymer 
rich phase as found in the formulations with 6% and 7.5% SBS. The 
cracks will be hampered by the continuous polymer rich phase. 

This situ ation of high toughness in PMB is achiev ed at 
concentrations > 6% SBS and the combination o f this high  content 
and the  rel atively h ard bas e b itumen to be us ed, cr eates an is sue 
with compatibility and workability of the asphalt mix. With the newly 
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Fig. 5. Master Curves of  the R esilient Modulus (S tiffness) at 20ºC 
for a ll Tested Mixtures ( Linear-Log S cale) Based on  Indir ect 
Tension Test Frequency Sweeps. 
 
developed high  vin yl grad es there is a un ique possibility to 
overcome these problems. 

Together with Delft Univ ersity of  Technology (Prof . dr . ir. 
A.A.A.Molenaar), Kraton Polyme rs developed a h ard bin der 
(~30pen) containing a suf ficiently high polymer content with thus a 
very high toughness. This binder has been selected after testing of a 
range of d ifferent SBS modified binders. In the next p aragraphs 
more information about the test programme will be provided. 

 
Asphalt Testing Programme 
 
The asphalt mixture tests that have been done are: 
 4 point bending fatigue tests (strain controlled), 
 resilient modulus tests, and 
 uniaxial monotonic compression and tension tests, of which  the 

results were  use d to f eed th e m aterial m odels i mplemented in  
the finite element code CAPA 3D. 

Some of the results of the 4 point bending test are in Fig. 4. The 4 
point b ending test was initially used to co mpare the fatigue 
performance of different S BS g rades and to  m ake a s election of 
products to be tested in the next phase. 

With the stif fness and fatigue p roperties known it is possible to 
use these properties in the design methods b ased on a linear elastic 
multi-layer s ystem. The prob lem with these tr aditional m ethods, 
however, is that they  do not give informatio n on how damage 
actually initiates and progresses in relation to the ty pe of asphalt 
mixture used, the thickness of the pavement, and the number of load 
repetitions. 

Subsequently more fundamental research  was initiated to 
differentiate b etween th e effects of pol ymer modification of  the  
binder in a base course mixture.  

As a reference a so-called stone asphalt concrete 0/22 (maximum 
aggregate size 22mm) mixture, with a 40pen b inder was used. This 
reference mixture is called mixture 40 in the paper. In all cases the 
volumetric composition of the base course was kept constant, with a 
binder content of 4.6% (w/w) in the mixture and a voids content of 
the compacted  mixture around  5%. Together with the ref erence 
mixture six SB S modifications were  tested in the mixture test ing 

program. Th e mixtures with S BS modified binders are cod ed as 
mixture 41, 42, 43, 45, 46, and 47. First of all master curves for the 
stiffness were  d etermined with  the indir ect tension t est (I TT) to 
show the influence of the polymer modification on the stiffness. The 
results of the test at 20°C are given in Fig. 5.  

Monotonic uni-axial tension and  compression tests were carr ied 
out on the s even base course mixtures to pro vide input for  the 
material modelling.  

The monotonic uni-axial tests were  done at 5, 2 0, and 40°C . At 
each tem perature stra in r ates w ere v aried from  0.001 to 1% /s in  
tension and from 0.01 to 5%/s in compression to fully  recognize the 
influence of t emperature and s train rate on th e material proper ties. 
The mater ials s how hard ening response and softening  r esponse. 
These phases  in  the material behavi our need to be implemented  in 
calculations to get a good indication of damag e development in a 
real structure. 

From these monotonic un i-axial tension and compression tests a 
number of p arameters were calculated like strength, failure energy, 
E-moduli (t angent and se cant), str ain at pe ak, to tal str ain, a nd 
Poisson’s ratio . Com parison of th ese prope rties at  d ifferent 
temperatures an d strain  rate s gives a good indication of the 
characteristics of the materials relative to each other.  

In order to com pare th e m ixtures in a pav ement s tructure it is 
necessary to co mpare them  in  a m aterial m odel th at covers  the 
whole r ange in terms of t emperature and  s train rat e. Th e m aterial 
constitutive m odel, which  is us ed to descr ibe t he response of the 
asphalt mixtures is based on the flow surface proposed originally by 
Desai [3, 4] and Desai et al. [5] and further developed by Scarpas et 
al. [6], Erkens [7], Liu [8], and Medani [9] resulting in the asphalt 
concrete response (ACRe) material model. Mo re information about 
the model used, the simulation of hardening and softening behavior, 
and th e p arameter determination  can  be found  in Molenaar et al. 
[10]. 

 
Material Modelling and Simulation 
 
Definitions and Modelled Structures 
 
In order to interpret the finite element modelling (FEM) sim ulation 
results, it  is n ecessary to in troduce the d efinition of  dam age. 
Damage is defined as the cumulative amount of plastic strain ( εp) in 
the ma terial. In ma thematical te rms, da mage de noted a s ξ can  be 
defined as:   
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The total damag e can be div ided into volumetric and deviatoric 
(shear) components. The volu metric damage can  fur ther be 
subdivided into compressive v olumetric defor mation and  ten sile 
volumetric deformation.  

This helps in un derstanding what kind o f damag e is d eveloped. 
Compressive v olumetric d amage is associated with  p ermanent 
deformation of the material (rutting). Tensile volumetric damage is 
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Table 1. Dimensions of the Modeled Structure. 
Layer Thickn ess (m) Young’s Modulus (MPa) 

0.15 Asphalt 
0.25 

Calculated in CAPA 

Subbase 0.3 300 
Subgrade 15 100 
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Fig. 6. Finite Element Mesh for Stationary Load Analyses. 
 
associated with  cra cking. Dev iatoric d amage is  th e r esult of  
tensile-compressive states of  stress and can lead to m ode II 
associated cracking. 

In this paper the results of the stationary dynamic loading simulation 
are repo rted. Also F EM anal ysis with m oving wheel lo ading h as 
been performed within the framework of this study. Results  of the 
work with  moving wheel loading can b e found in  Scholten  et al. 
[11]. 

The pav ement p rofile was assumed to consist of three  m aterial 
layers, see Fig. 6. The dimensions of the layers are summarized in 
Table 1. Both the subgrade and the base layer are assumed to behave 
linear el astically. The top-layer repres ents th e asphalt layer. The 
temperature of  the asphalt mix ture is  assumed to  b e 20°C. The 
modulus of the asphalt layer depends on  th e strain  r ate and  is  
determined in an iterative way. 

The dynamic analysis option of finite element code CAPA-3D is 
utilized to subject the model to a series of successive half-sinusoidal 
pulses each  of  25ms duration  and 0.8 MPa stress a mplitude. The 
advantage of  using d ynamic analysis is th at n ot onl y str ain-rate 
effects but also mass effects can be considered. As a r esult of that, 

the various phenomena of wave generation, propagation, reflection, 
etc. that oc cur i n a  pav ement d ue to  th e d ynamic n ature of  tr affic 
loading can also be taken into account.  
 
FEM Results 
 
The non-po lymer modified  ref erence mixtur e (mix 40) has b een 
compared with two polymer modified mixtures: mix 41 containing  
6% stand ard S BS and mix  45  which  contains  7.5%  MD-243. A  
thicker (0.25m) non-modified asphalt pavement has been compared 
with a thinner (0.15m) modified pavement (containing either of the 
two SBS formulations 41 and 45). 

Fig. 7 shows th e development and propagation of damage in the 
unmodified asp halt layer (mix 40) as the number of lo ad cy cles 
increased.  

At the top of  the asphalt layer of th e non-modified  pavement 
damage concentration can be identified in the vicinity of the wheel. 
The separate projections of volumetric and deviatoric damage show 
that this d amage con centration has m ainly a volumetric natu re, 
which indicates the gradual development of permanent deformation 
(commonly classified as rutting) . The damage starts dir ectly under 
the wheel and  propagates rather quick ly into the bod y of  the 
pavement. 

In the non-modified p avement intense tensile damage can be 
observed dev eloping at th e bottom of the layer directly  under the 
wheel, see Fig . 7. This indi cates the tendency of ini tiation and 
gradual development of tensile cracking at the bottom of the layer. 

Fig. 8 shows the damage dev elopment for the tw o SBS modified  
mixes 41 and 4 5 in  th e thinner 0.15 m asphalt la yer. Th e im ages 
clearly show th at for  the  thin  SBS modified pave ments, d amage 
initiates only at the top of the pavement and not at the bottom. At a 
40% reduced lay er thickness compared to the unmodified reference 
pavement there is a damage concentration at the top for mix 41 with 
standard SBS. However , the MD-243 based mix shows only  v ery 
low lev els of d amage. Th is is a spe ctacular r esult giv en the 4 0% 
layer thickness r eduction that has been applied. The damage occurs 
mainly in the area under the wheel. Lower in the structure there is  
hardly any effect from the load. 

Fig. 9  s hows th e r utting pr ofile af ter 9 ,000 c ycles o f th e 
non-modified th icker pav ement in comparison  with th e two SBS  
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Fig. 8. Damage Development in a 150mm Pavement Structure; Mix 41 Contains Standard SBS, Mix 45 Contains 7.5% MD-243, and L for 
Linear Modelling of Subbase and Subgrade. 

 

Fig. 9. Rutting Profile of 250 mm Non-Modified Asphalt Pavement 
(Mixture 40)  and 150 mm Poly mer Modif ied Asphalt Pav ement 
(Mixture 41 with Standard SBS and Mixture 45 with 7.5% MD-243) 
after 9,000 Load Repetitions. 
 
modified thinner pavements. The figure shows that the accumulated 
permanent defo rmation in the pave ment wi th the non- modified 
mixture 40 i s more t han 5 time s hi gher (0. 8mm versus 0.14 mm) 
than the pav ement with the MD-243. Th e stan dard SBS modif ied 
mix 41 also shows a big  improvement compared to the unmodified 
mix, but it is outperformed by the mix MD-243 based mix.  

As mentioned before, the non-modified asphalt contained a 40pen 
bitumen, while the best performing modified system was based on a 
newly developed low molecular weight polymer, MD-243.  

It should  be no ted, howev er, that a thinn er asphalt p avement 
could result in  more damage to  the subbase. Therefore the asphalt 
pavement desig n alw ays needs to  be ch ecked on the subbase 
criterion. 

Even though 9,000 load cycles is only a small part of the lifetime 
of a pavement, the results already show distinct differences between 
the mixes. Similar dif ferences were found when apply ing moving 
wheel loading as reported in Scholten et al. [11]. 

As you can see there is a substantial thickness gain achieved and 
if the costs are calculated, it is demonstrated that the cost saving of 
this structure, in spite of  th e use of a fu ll d epth modified  

construction will be about 25%. 
The new po lymer MD-243 is one that can be made fully  

compatible wi th a lmost ev ery k ind of bitumen. It does  take so me 
reaction time, but given the pay-back in terms of reduced costs up 
front, adopting a binder  production scheme th at would allow the 
proper b inder manufacturing ( standard blend ing equipmen t can 
simply be us ed) would cer tainly b e cos t effective. In  the  abo ve 
structure the estimated material cost saving would be about 25% for 
every kilometer of road laid. Besides the cost sav ings, it would also  
imply less use of natural resources, which are only likely to go up in 
prices in the decades and moreover, scarce to get hold of.  

 
Conclusions 
 
Kraton poly mers have in troduced a n ew class of sty renic b lock 
co-polymers wi th e levated vin yl con tent that of fer s ignificant 
improvements over standard SBS. 
 The molecules are shorter  than standard SBS of equivalent mol 

weight and thus provide better  com patibility an d lower blend 
viscosity.  

 These poly mers react more r eadily w ith bitumen components 
thus accelerating the compatibilisation rate. 

 Evidence has been generated that these reactions called grafting 
of bitumen and poly mer molecules using G PC separation 
technique with  UV  detection  at the unusual wavelength  of  
450nm. 

 The new  te chnology allows modification of  hard  bitumen  
normally employed in base courses at levels that a step change 
in fatigue resistance is obtained (compatibility and workability). 

 The advan ced mix tests and fi nite e lement m odelling don e at 
Delft Univ ersity of Technology showed th at the asphalt mix 
containing a b inder with  7.5%  MD-243 developed much less 
damage (accu mulated plastic strain) than  the unmodified  
reference or a mix with stand ard SBS.  Also in re sistance to  
permanent defo rmation th e best results were  a chieved wi th 
7.5% MD-243. 

 The high stiffness modulus and th e improved fatigue r esistance 
then allow a thickness reduction that will make the material cost 
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per kilometer some 25% lower (depending on price fluctuations) 
and will lead to less consumption of natural resources. Thinner, 
SBS mo dified high per formance ba se courses ar e a ne w 
solution to construct cost-effective env ironment-friendly 
pavements. 
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